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Abstract Problem Definition: Queensland’s Compulsory
Third-Party (CTP) Insurance Scheme provides a mechanism for persons injured as a result of a motor vehicle
accident to receive compensation. Managing CTP claims
involves multiple stakeholders with potentially conflicting
interests. It is therefore pertinent to investigate whether
‘best practice’ for claims processing can be identified and
measured so all claimants receive fair and equitable treatment. The project set out to test the applicability of a
mixed-method approach to identify ‘best-practice’ using
qualitative, process mining, and data mining techniques in
an insurance claims processing domain. Relevance: Existing approaches typically identify ‘best practice’ from literature or surveys of practitioners. The study provides
insights into an alternative, mixed-method approach to
deriving best practice from historical data and domain
knowledge. Methodology: The study is a reflective analysis
of insights gained from a practical application of a mixedmethod approach to determine ‘best practice’. Results: The
mixed-method approach has a number of benefits over
traditional approaches in uncovering best practice process
behavior from historical data in the real-world context (i.e.,
can identify process behavior differences between high and
low performing cases). The study also highlights a number
of challenges with regards to the quality and detail of data
that needs to be available to perform the analysis. Managerial Implications: The ‘lessons learned’ from this study
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will directly benefit others seeking to implement a datadriven approach to understand a ‘best-practice’ process in
their own organization.
Keywords Process mining  Best-practice  Insurance
claim processing  Case study  Mixed-method

1 Introduction
Best practice is formally defined as ‘‘a successful way to
treat a particular problem that may need to be adapted in
skillful ways in response to prevailing conditions’’
(Mansar and Reijers 2007). Simply put, a best practice is
the process behavior that results in successful outcomes.
According to Cho et al. (2017), a process is considered
successful (i.e., a best practice) based on the extent it
improves performance dimensions as present in the Devil’s
Quadrangle (i.e., time, cost, quality, and flexibility)
(Brand and Van der Kolk 1995; Reijers and Mansar 2005).
These performance dimensions, precursors to determining if a process is best practice, are highly generalizable, but have limited transferability to domains where the
notion of performance is associated with more than just
processing tasks as quickly or as cheaply as possible.
Moreover, existing approaches to identify ‘best practice’
usually derive best practice from literature or surveys of
practitioners rather than in a data-driven way (Reijers and
Mansar 2005; Christmann 2000). As such, domain-specific
insights based on data are largely absent from literature.
With the increasing volume of data recorded in IT
systems, organizations are better able to manage and
improve their processes. Rather than relying on highly
generic best practices based on performance dimensions
that may not be relevant to their organization,
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organizations can perform a data driven comparison of
multiple organizational units to identify their own best
practice processes.
We argue, that to identify domain-specific best-practices, first requires an understanding of the performance
dimensions relevant to the organization. The best practice
can then be identified as the behavioral difference between
cases attaining high scores on these performance dimensions and cases not achieving such scores (or achieving
them to a lesser degree).
In this study, we investigate best practice in injury
compensation claims processing, a complex domain where
parties (e.g., claimants, insurers, law firms, and health
providers) often have conflicting interests. Queensland’s
Compulsory Third-Party (CTP) Insurance Scheme provides
a compensation mechanism for persons injured as a result
of a motor vehicle accident. Despite legislation mandating
certain milestones for claims processing, the QLD Motor
Accident Insurance Commission (MAIC) sees significant
variations in the processing and outcomes of CTP claims.
These variations indicate best-practice guidelines may be
needed to ensure consistent and fair outcomes. It is therefore pertinent to investigate whether ‘best practice’ for
claims processing can be identified and measured so claimants receive fair and equitable treatment across all
scheme participants. This research project, therefore, set
out to test the applicability of a mixed-method approach to
identify ‘best-practice’ using qualitative, process mining,
and data mining techniques.
We adopt a novel mixed-method approach (Wynn et al.
2019) which leverages claims processing data from multiple insurers, and interview data from process experts. We
first identify dimensions, variables and measures of best
performance relevant to the domain and then identify best
practice behavior using process data. This mixed-method
approach helps overcome limitations associated with using
only qualitative or quantitative methods, providing a rich
understanding of the domain and objective insights into
how the best practice process unfolds.
This paper extends upon (Wynn et al. 2019) through
applying the mixed-method approach (summarized in
Sect. 3) to a completed real-world case study. Section 2
presents related work while Sect. 4 discusses the case
scenario in the domain of injury compensation claim processing. Reflecting on challenges faced, and lessons
learned from the case study (Sect. 5) led to key contributions of this paper. Section 6 provides a synthesis of these
insights which will benefit others in applying our mixed
method approach when determining best practice in other
domains.
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2 Related Work
Best practices are proffered to be associated with
improvements in process efficiency, effectiveness, and
quality (Mansar and Reijers 2007; Cho et al. 2017). As
such, they are of interest to numerous domains, including
business process management and service delivery (Rondini et al. 2018). Existing work on best practices, has
mostly used either quantitative as in (Kis et al. 2017) or
qualitative as in (Mansar and Reijers 2007) techniques on
their own.
On the qualitative side, best practice has been identified
using literature reviews, interviews, and focus groups. In
Reijers and Mansar (2005), the authors derive best practice
by reviewing business process redesign literature. In
Mansar and Reijers (2007), the authors extended this work
using a descriptive survey to identify 10 best practices,
mapping them to the Devil’s Quadrangle of cost, quality,
time, and flexibility. However, these studies identify best
practices based purely on perceptual data. Objective data of
how the process unfolds are not examined.
On the quantitative side, historical data has been used to
identify deviations from best practice. However no datadriven approach for deriving best practices could be identified. For instance, in del Rio-Ortega et al. (2012), the
authors developed a tool to quantitatively measure performance indicators specified by the IT department, but no
comprehensive qualitative methods and analysis techniques
were used. Others quantitatively assess the impacts of best
practices, derived from literature, on organizational performance (Christmann 2000). Several generic process
mining methodologies recognise the need for stakeholder
input (De Weerdt et al. 2013; van Eck et al. 2015), but
these approaches focus on diagnosing processes (i.e.,
identifying problems) rather than deriving best practice
through process mining. A related area of study is that of
decision mining (Rozinat and van der Aalst 2006;
De Leoni and van der Aalst 2013; Mannhardt et al. 2016;
De Smedt et al. 2017) which aims at the detection of data
dependencies that affect the routing of a case. These data
dependencies are used to derive constructs such as decision
or regression trees (also referred to as prediction trees) (De
Leoni et al. 2016) that can be used to cluster cases with
analysis then performed on each of the clusters. Such
approaches are not specifically targeted at identifying best
practice.
While each perspective provides insights into best
practice, a more complete understanding can be developed
using a mixed method design (Venkatesh et al. 2016). In
process mining, quantitative techniques are limited to data
contained within event logs. Surface level understanding of
what the attributes represent and data quality issues that are
often present in these data sets can lead to spurious
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findings (Bose et al. 2013). A qualitative approach can
help mitigate these limitations through (i) providing contextual understanding which is necessary when exploring
domain specific settings (e.g., best practice claims management); (ii) providing deeper insights into representations underlying data sets (e.g., identifying best practice
dimensions).
While mixed methods are clearly beneficial for establishing completeness, developing inferences, and corroborating findings, they are still rarely applied in process
mining and the broader Information Systems fields (Venkatesh et al. 2016; van der Aalst and Dustdar 2012). This is
also reflected within our specific context of injury compensation claims processing, where existing studies have
built based on either qualitative or quantitative approaches.
In Francis et al. (2009), the authors consider fundamental
aspects of best practices for accident compensation claims
management reviewing literature. Conversely, in Andrews
et al. (2018), the authors used data mining and process
mining techniques to identify key factors contributing to
delays in claims processing, but did not explore how
qualitative methods can complement their studies to identify best practice.
Fig. 1 A mixed-method approach to uncovering a best practice
process

3 Approach
This section provides a brief summary of a three-stage
approach to determine the best practice of a specific
domain (see Wynn et al. (2019) for a complete description
of the method). The approach (Fig. 1) is indicative of a
largely sequential mixed methods design (Venkatesh et al.
2016), with qualitative data collected and analyzed prior to
the analysis of objective quantitative data as outlined
below.
In the first stage, a domain-specific understanding of
‘best-practice’ is developed using qualitative methods.
Using semi-structured interviews, stakeholders from the
domain who have been identified through purposeful and
theoretical sampling (Newman et al. 2013; Glaser 1998)
are engaged to determine key dimensions of ‘best-practice’. The interviews are inductively analyzed using techniques from grounded theory, which involved open coding
to identify best practice themes, constant comparison to
resolve the best practice themes into a meaningful set, and
theoretical coding (Glaser 1998) to identify relationships
between themes. The outcome of this stage is the identification of performance dimensions (e.g., process timeliness), which can be comprised of multiple measurable
variables (e.g., legislative timeliness, overall timeliness).
The refined set of best performance dimensions and variables form the foundation of the second stage.

In the second stage, the best-performing cases are
identified and isolated through analyzing objective historical data in the form of event logs. An event log is defined
as a multi-set of traces (van der Aalst and Van Dongen
2013) comprised of the timestamps of the various activities
involved in the process, as well as data related to the
characteristics of both the case and case participants. To
identify and isolate the best-performing cases involves four
steps. Firstly, based on the performance dimensions and
variables identified in Stage 1, the event logs are analyzed
to identify appropriate measures for each performance
variable. The measures can be directly observable or latent,
whereby a latent variable is not concrete nor directly
observable but can be inferred (MacKenzie et al. 2011).
Subsequently, in the second step, cluster analysis is performed to minimize confounding (Greenland et al. 1999)
by grouping claims together, based on case characteristics
that are expected to behave in similar ways. In the third
step, performance measures are calculated for each case,
aggregated across performance dimensions and then combined into an overall performance value. Binning (i.e.,
discretization) (Aggarwal 2015) is then performed to label
best and worst performing cases.
In the third stage, the best practice process behavior is
identified through performing various types of data mining
and process mining. Data mining is an umbrella term
which refers to ‘‘the study of collecting, cleaning,
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Q3

How can best practice process behavior in CTP
insurance claim processing be identified from data?

processing, analyzing, and gaining useful insights from
data’’ (Aggarwal 2015). Process mining is a research discipline which ‘‘sits between machine learning and data
mining on the one hand and process modeling and analysis
on the other hand’’ and provides techniques for ‘‘extracting
knowledge from event logs’’ (van der Aalst 2016).
Specifically, the third stage involved analyzing contextual
differences between high performing and low performing
cases by applying supervised machine learning techniques
(e.g., logistic regression, decision trees and random
forests) (Aggarwal 2015); analyzing differences in process
behavior by applying process discovery (Leemans et al.
2014) and process analysis (Mannhardt et al. 2015)
approaches; and analyzing performance differences
between high performing and low performing cases (Wynn
et al. 2017).
While a largely sequential mixed-methods design was
followed, during all three stages, qualitative memberchecking strategies (Creswell and Miller 2000) have been
used to validate key findings with stakeholders.

We adopted the mixed-method approach (described in
Sect. 3 and detailed in (Wynn et al. 2019)) drawing on
qualitative and objective quantitative data to uncover a best
practice CTP process (Q1–3) and conducted a detailed
study to demonstrate how such behavior could be mined
from process and case data.
In terms of qualitative data, semi-structured interviews
were conducted and analyzed using techniques from
grounded theory (Glaser 1998). In terms of the quantitative
aspects of our approach, we first focused on historical
claims data collected by MAIC from all scheme participants (four commercial insurers plus ND). We conducted
further analysis using ND process data as an exemplar case.
We were able to use data values of several attributes known
to affect claim performance to cluster cases. Case performance was derived from the clusters and process models
derived based on the comparative analysis of ‘high performing’ and ‘low performing’ cohorts.

4 Case Scenario: Queensland CTP Claims Processing

5 Case Study Findings

The case study was performed in close collaboration with
the Motor Accident Insurance Commission (MAIC) in
Queensland1 and the Nominal Defendant. In Queensland,
the injury compensation claims scheme, known as the
Compulsory Third Party (CTP) scheme, is governed by the
Motor Accident Insurance Act 1994 and is underwritten by
four licensed, commercial insurers who accept applications
for insurance and manage claims on behalf of policyholders. The scheme is overseen by MAIC with the Nominal
Defendant (ND), a statutory body, responsible for managing claims where the ‘at fault’ vehicle is unregistered or
unidentified. Despite legislation mandating certain milestones for claims processing and providing various pathways for claims to be progressed and finalized, MAIC sees
significant behavioral and performance variations in CTP
claims processing and variations in costs and duration of
claims. These variations raised the question whether best
practice process behavior can be identified to ensure consistent and fair outcomes for all participants.
The case study explored the following three inter-related
research questions:

In the following sub sections, we reflect on our experience
in conducting each stage of the approach in the case study
(Stage 1: Identifying dimensions of best performance;
Stage 2: Recognizing and isolating best performing cases;
Stage 3: Learning best practice from best performing
cases). For each stage, we present our findings separately in
four sub-areas: (1) objective and methods used, (2) challenges encountered, (3) results, and (4) lessons learned.

Q1
Q2

1

How can best practice in CTP insurance claim
processing be defined?
How can best practice in CTP insurance claim
processing be measured given the data that is
collected by scheme participants?

Funding provided by MAIC (https://maic.qld.gov.au/).
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5.1 Stage 1: Identifying Dimensions of Best
Performance
5.1.1 Objective and Methods Used
We completed Stage 1 of the proposed approach, which
involved conducting semi-structured interviews (Myers
and Newman 2007) with multiple stakeholders to form a
contextual understanding of a CTP ‘best practice’ process,
with the goal of: (1) unpacking key dimensions underlying
best performing cases; and (2) identifying potential variables, observed or latent, that can be used to assess the
dimensions.
To ensure multiple perspectives were captured, we first
performed preliminary meetings with MAIC. Based on
these meetings, we identified that we required participants
from MAIC as they represent the governing body for the
QLD CTP claims process, and ND to understand the dayto-day execution of the insurance claim process. Based on
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this information, we performed purposeful sampling (Flick
2018) identifying two participants each from MAIC and
ND. During interviews, we identified best practice may
vary due to claim complexity. Therefore, we conducted an
additional interview at ND to examine less complex claims
(complex claims had already been captured adequately in
prior interviews). We also identified the importance of
lawyers in the process. As a result, we conducted two
additional interviews with defendant lawyers. The importance of the claimant was also highlighted, and while we
could not interview claimants due to confidentiality, we
were able to gain insights into the claimant perspective
through reviewing archival data (i.e., de-identified customer satisfaction surveys provided by the case organization). In total, we interviewed seven participants, two were
from the legislator (MAIC), three from the insurer (ND),
and two defendant lawyers.
The interviews were analyzed using the grounded theory
techniques detailed in Sect. 3. In performing the analysis,
through constant comparison of the open codes, we identified 12 themes (shown in Table 1) related to best practice.
Through theoretical coding, which involved understanding
the relationships between the themes, we identified that
higher level themes - termed performance dimensions –
were manifested by lower level themes, termed variables.
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5.1.2 Challenges
C1: Covering Relevant Perspectives Identifying dimensions of best performance for insurance claims processing
is challenging because different perspectives of the process
are held by the stakeholders (e.g., claimants, insurers, law
firms, governing bodies) who have different, and sometimes opposing, objectives. For example, the insurer usually wants to keep the payout low, whereas the claimant
usually wants to maximize payout. Best practice, overall,
should provide a fair pathway to balance the objectives of
involved stakeholders. Thus, we needed to ensure that all
(or at least most) perspectives on best practice in the
domain were covered. This was achieved through purposeful (Newman et al. 2013) and theoretical sampling (Glaser 1998).
C2: Decomposition of Performance Dimensions
Decomposing performance dimensions into variables is
challenging, as through performing constant comparison
with literature, which is a central tenet of grounded theory,
some performance dimensions identified had not been
previously investigated in literature. In addition, the performance dimensions apparent in literature had been
manifested in different ways by different variables when
compared to the performance dimensions evident in this

Table 1 Defining the dimensions of best practice CTP claims management
Item

Dimension

Definition

PF

Process fairness

The extent to which the outcome of a legitimate claim is perceived as fair in terms of both compensation
and access to rehabilitation

PF1

L?

Compensation Fairness

The extent to which a claimant’s settlement is appropriate based on injury severity and economic loss

PF2

L?

Rehabilitation
Appropriateness

The extent to which a claimant receives rehabilitation in a timely manner

Process quality

The extent to which the claims management process is handled in an equitable manner with transparent
communication

PQ
PQ1

L?

Equitable treatment

The extent to which all claimants are treated equally regardless of demographic differences or legal
representation

PQ2

L-

Communication
transparency

The extent to which the insurer clearly explains the claims process and outcomes to the claimant

PQ3

L-

Liability Determination

The extent to which the necessary evidence is collected to reasonably determine whether the insurer is
responsible for handling the claim

PQ4

L-

Investigation
Appropriateness

The extent to which the necessary evidence has been collected to justify the settlement

Process costs

The sum of the costs associated with claims handling

Process timeliness

The extent to which the stages within the claims management process meet legislative requirements

PC

O?

PT
PT1

O?

Process timeliness –
Legislative

The extent to which the stages within the claims management process meet legislative requirements

PT2

O?

Process timeliness –
Overall

The overall time taken from notification to finalization of claim

O: variable is observable, L: variable is latent, ?: variable has been operationalized, -: variable has not been operationalized
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case. Theoretical coding, ensuring relevant perspectives
were covered, and performing member-checking helped
overcome existing limitations in literature to develop a
robust understanding of best practice dimensions and their
variables.

purposeful sampling, should not restrict the participant
pool. Rather additional interviews will need to be conducted to ensure no relevant perspectives are overlooked.
5.2 Stage 2: Recognizing and Isolating Best
Performing Cases

5.1.3 Results
5.2.1 Objective and Methods Used
The analysis of the interview data (using grounded theory
techniques) identified four dimensions and their constituent
variables which were either latent or directly observable.
The four dimensions of best performing claims are: process fairness, process quality, process costs, and process
timeliness (see Table 1).
While process fairness proved the most salient dimension and focused on the outcomes of the process, many
respondents also emphasized process quality. Process
quality takes into account equitable treatment of claimants
and the need to transparently communicate with claimants.
Process quality consists of four variables: equitable treatment, communication transparency, investigation appropriateness, and liability determination appropriateness.
Process timeliness and process costs were also considered
core dimensions. Process timeliness consists of two variables to capture whether deadlines imposed by legislation
are met, and whether the overall claim (from start to finish)
is handled in a timely manner. Process costs includes all
costs associated with managing the claim (e.g., legal,
investigations related to liability determination and investigation appropriateness, and rehabilitation management)
excluding settlement and rehabilitation services. No
specific thresholds were discussed for process costs.
However, participants acknowledged the need to minimize
costs to ensure CTP remains feasible.
5.1.4 Lessons Learned
Our findings highlight that a solely deductive approach to
analyzing best practices is insufficient as key dimensions
will be overlooked. Thus, having a good understanding of
the domain is paramount and the dimensions should be
inductively identified. In addition, the dimensions are
complex and can be manifested by multiple variables.
Different participants in the process, may ultimately
have different perspectives as to how these variables are
defined and evaluated. As such, it is important to interview
multiple process participants across diverse roles to ensure
a complete view of the process is captured to identify the
appropriate dimensions of best practice in a given domain.
Semi-structured interview protocols should be used to
guide the interviews, but the interviewer needs to follow up
with themes (e.g., dimensions, conditions) as they emerge.
As such, the initial pool of participants, as identified from
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The main objective of Stage 2 is to identify cases that can
be considered as best performing cases from historical data
in order to learn about best practice process behavior.
We conducted a detailed analysis of historical data
provided by MAIC. We analyzed 31570 claims finalized
between 2013 and 2018 by five insurers. The CTP
Scheme Milestone dataset covers nine major milestones in
the processing of claims. For each claim the date each
milestone was reached is stored, together with up to 58
attributes describing the claim context, such as demographic information of the claimant, nature and severity of
injury and data relating to legal representation. These
attributes are then analyzed to identify appropriate variables to measure each performance dimension.
Stage 2 consisted of four steps. First, we computed the
values of the performance measures presented in Table 1.
Using the dataset provided by MAIC we quantified six of
the identified variables. The first Process Timeliness measure (PT1) relates to legislative guidelines as described
previously. The second Process Timeliness measure (PT2)
is calculated as the difference of days between the notification and finalized dates to measure overall processing
duration. Processing cost (PC) summarizes the processing
costs for a claim. The Compensation Fairness measure
(PF1) is calculated as the difference between general
damages scheduled for an injury scale value (ISV)
according to the Civil Liability Regulation 2014 (Queensland Government 2014), and the actual amount paid. The
Rehabilitation Fairness measure (PF2) is computed as
number of days until access to rehabilitation is provided to
a claimant. The most complex measure is that of
Equitable Treatment (PQ1) which relates to how claimants
are treated across different claims. Firstly, we compute the
median across (normalized values of) PT1, PT2, PC, PF1
and PF2 for all cases. The value of PQ1 for a particular
case is then the difference between the vector of measurements for this case and the vector of medians. A datarelated challenge emerged as not every measure can be
operationalized using the data provided. Secondly, we split
cases that are expected to behave in a similar way into
clusters and then classify the performance of cases within
the same cluster. We worked closely with the stakeholders
to identify meaningful cohorts of similar cases (e.g. legally
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represented vs. direct claimants, different injury severity
levels) for use in clustering.
Thirdly, we computed individual measures and then
computed the normalized values of all measures for each
dimension. An overall ranking of claims by ‘‘goodness’’ of
practice was achieved by using a weighted average of the
values of all dimensions, using equal weights for all
dimensions. However, depending on the domain, stakeholders can use the weights to prioritize certain
dimensions.
Using this aggregated measure, cases were binned into
different categories and labeled as such (i.e., the top 25%
of cases as high-performing cases; the middle 50% as
medium performing and the bottom 25% as low-performing cases). A second challenge related to binning was
encountered due to the nature of characteristics of the
process analyzed. We also clustered performance dimensions using different clustering methods (Brock et al.
2011) and different numbers of clusters and evaluated the
resulting clustering structures using the Silhouette
index (Starczewski and Krzyźak 2015).
5.2.2 Challenges
C3: Operationalizing Latent Variables While certain
variables related to the time and cost dimensions are usually straight forward to measure (i.e., observable), others
relating to fairness and quality are less so. We carefully
examined all available data values in the data set and
determined values that could be used to measure three of
the six sub-dimensions after discussions with stakeholders.
We found that there is little data present in the given data
set to compute three variables on Process Quality (i.e.,
communication transparency, liability determination,
investigation appropriateness). Thus, these variables could
not be operationalized with the given data set.
C4: Meaningful Binning This challenge was encountered due to the distribution of claims on the performance
spectrum. The vast majority of claims were near the positive ends of the performance dimensions with a small but
long tail of badly performing cases. We tested multiple
approaches to determine the best way forward. Firstly, a
threshold approach was used where the highest ranked 25%
of cases were classified as high performing, the next 50%
of case as moderately performing and the remaining 25%
as low performing. A Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
approach (Bogetoft and Otto 2010) was used but the result
was very similar to the outcome of the binning approach
described above: 20% of claims were labeled as efficient
and efficiency scores of many moderately performing
claims were high.
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5.2.3 Results
We computed the individual measures and normalized
values of all measures for each dimension. An overall
ranking of claims by ‘‘goodness’’ of practice was achieved
by using a weighted average of the values of all dimensions, using equal weights for all dimensions. Using this
value, cases were binned into different categories and
labeled as such (i.e., the top 25% of cases as high-performing cases; the middle 50% as medium performing and
the bottom 25% as low-performing cases). These examples
(see Table 2) also show, that the difference in performance
between high performing cases and medium performing
cases is very small although differences in one dimension
can be significant. It can also be seen that low performing
cases perform badly on multiple dimensions. Figure 2
shows the fractional distribution of low, medium, and high
performing cases across the five CTP insurers (ND plus 4
commercial insurers).
Clustering results are consistent with the outcomes of
other binning methods we applied: they show that there are
significant performance differences between low-performing claims (approximately 10%) and other claims (hence,
they are separated into two clusters); however, other claims
(i.e., medium-performing and high-performing) are included in one cluster (which indicates that performance differences for these claims are not significant). This meant
there was little difference between our top and average
performing cases, which would make it more difficult to
pick up strong differences between the performance
classes.
5.2.4 Lessons Learned
It is important to have a good understanding of both the
domain and the data to be able to operationalize measures
for latent variables. It is critical to involve stakeholders
closely in the development of proxy measures for these
variables. Furthermore, the distributions of attributes in the
data will severely affect the results of mining techniques
used in the approach. It is therefore critical to determine
with stakeholders the key attributes for clustering and to
use appropriate binning approach early on to minimize
confounding factors in the analysis.
5.3 Stage 3: Learning Best Practice From Best
Performing Cases
5.3.1 Objective and Methods Used
The objective of Stage 3 is to learn best practice process
behavior from data.
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Med

Low
Low
.5305
.4292

.9479
.9662

.1829
.0997
.4725
.5471

1
.9996

.5856
.5860

.7737
.0646

1.0435
1.1475

0

13
210

.9391
.3660

Med
.9479
.9022
.9936
.8803
.1445
3

.9697

High
.9924

.9897
.9673

.9670
.9979

.9979
.9988

.9992
1

.9867

.0636

.0632

1

1

We analyzed data from two sources. The first is the
same CTP Scheme Milestones dataset used in Stage 2. The
second dataset includes more detailed process data from
the Nominal Defendant (ND), recorded for claims finalized
between 2012 and 2018. The ND claims processing dataset
contains more detailed (compared to CTP Scheme Milestone dataset) data of the claims handling process at the
Nominal Defendant. It contains records of each activity
performed by the ND, with an overall 51 unique activities
that can occur during the processing of a claim. In the
analysis, we used the open source process mining framework ProM 2, which provides functionality to load, filter
and transform event logs and has many plugins to enable
all kinds of process analysis.
When analyzing cases from all insurers for contextual
differences between high-performing and low-performing
claims we, firstly, used supervised machine learning techniques (Aggarwal 2015) on context data to identify correlations between claims context attributes and performance
outcomes of claims. We used decision trees, decision forests, logistic regression and treatment learning, but none of
the techniques produced strong models with the given
attributes. In both datasets, a small number of claims had to
be dropped from the analysis due to not aligning with the
process model. We, furthermore, undertook a performance
analysis (Wynn et al. 2017) comparing processing times
for different parts of the process across all three performance categories. Finally, we applied process discovery (Leemans et al. 2014) and process analysis (Mannhardt
et al. 2015) techniques to highlight differences in process
behavior between high performing and low performing
cases in the ND dataset.
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117311
117206

0

857
4076
0
223
5
6

2

37480
600

3004
0

C5: Availability of process data behavior A challenge
with the analysis of the CTP Scheme Milestone dataset was
that while there is lot of contextual data available, the
behavioral data is at a very high level. This means that
much of the behavior in processing the claim is actually not
in the data, thus the approach cannot identify detailed
behavior from the data.
C6: ‘‘Curse of Dimensionality’’ As many types of ND
claims have distinctive behaviors we separated them into
clusters of similar behavior. However, this resulted in
many clusters too small for analysis, meaning a lot of data
could not be used in the analysis. It is therefore important
to identify critical differences between claims but also to
balance case similarity with reasonable cluster sizes. We
regularly interacted with stakeholders to identify attributes
relevant for clustering.
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0
712
3

48

8585

0
213
67

239
0
2

0

326

0

5.3.2 Challenges

1

Performance
Process
Quality
Process
Fairness
Process
Cost
Process
Timeliness
Process
timeliness 1
(Days)

Process
Timeliness 2
(Days)

Process
Cost
($AUD)

Compensation
Fairness
($AUD)

Rehab
Appropriateness
(Days)

Equitable treatment

Dimensions
Measures
Case

Table 2 Computed measures, dimensions and performance classifications - example cases
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Fig. 2 Distribution of low/medium/high performing cases among five
insurers

C7: Unstructured Process ND claims challenged one
of our underlying assumptions. We assumed process
behavior would have a distinctive effect on the performance measures. While we found some evidence of this,
contextual factors such as the type of injury have a large
effect on claim performance in multiple dimensions. It can
be difficult to quantify such impacts from the data alone, so
consequently it is challenging to disentangle effects from
the type of case and the processing behavior of the case.
5.3.3 Results
Results will be presented first for the CTP Scheme Milestones dataset and then for the ND Claims dataset.
CTP Scheme Milestones Analysis Figure 3 shows a
high-level Petri net model of the process based on the
milestone data. As can be seen, behavioral choices that
occur in the process depend on whether a solicitor is
engaged, whether there was a conference and whether the
case was settled. Another less obvious behavioral choice is
whether a solicitor has been engaged before notification or
after notification but before conference. The analysis on
context differences indicated that whether the case went to
litigation or not is a moderately good indicator for a case
performing poorly.
In order to analyze the impact of these process decisions
we annotate the milestone dataset with two binning criteria
(10/80/10 and 25/50/25).
Using the 10/80/10 split, we created a vector for each
case with attributes representing the behavioral choices in
the case, i.e., whether a solicitor was engaged before
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notification or after notification but before conference;
whether a conference was chosen; and whether a negotiated settlement was arrived at. Each case was labeled
according to its performance. Using this data set, we
trained a decision tree with selection of attributes for
splitting the tree based on IGR (Information Gain
Ratio (Quinlan 1986)) values to see whether some of the
behavioral factors could explain differences between
claims in the different performance classes. The resulting
decision tree (shown in Fig. 3 with case attributes lined up
with decision points in the process model) had reasonable
accuracy (80.77%) and showed that claims that were settled without solicitor and conference tend to be classified as
high performing. The tree, however, does not explain low
performing claims. Using a treatment/contrast set learning
approach on both the high-performing class and the lowperforming class individually provided additional detail.
The treatment learner confirmed the indication of high
performance for cases that get settled without solicitor and
conference. Treatments for the low-performance class
indicate that having a conference increases the likelihood
of being classified as low performance. Similarly, having a
solicitor increases the likelihood of ending up in the lowperforming class.
Regarding differences in performance between high and
low performing cases, the differences across cohorts are
consistent across all activities. This means low performing
claims always take longer than medium performing claims,
which always take longer than high performing claims,
although the amount of difference varies. Early on in the
process the difference is small and it is most pronounced
for the conference activity. The performance of cohorts is
therefore consistent across all stages of the process, i.e.,
there is no single activity or stage were low performance
claims are bottlenecked.
ND Claims Analysis We first split ND claims based on
values of several attributes which are known to affect claim
performance (age, injury severity, legal representation and
vehicle category). We excluded from the analysis claims
for claimants under the age of 18 as such claims follow a
different process. Other claims were grouped based on
values of the three attributes: legal representation (whether
a claim was legally represented or not), vehicle category
(whether a vehicle at fault was identified or not) and injury
severity (four categories). The resulting claim clusters and
the number of claims in each cluster are shown in Table 3
(clusters in the table are sorted by size). The majority of
clusters only included few cases and were not further
analyzed. Performance was evaluated for four largest
clusters (with the number of claims ranging from 105 to
279). The selected finalized cases included 147 high-performing cases, 176 cases with medium performance and 42
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Fig. 3 Process model for CTP
milestone data (left) with
process choices (highlighted
red) and decision tree for
process choices (right)
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low-performing cases. The process data contained 51
activities and all claims followed unique process paths.
We applied decision tree classification (using activity
executions in cases as descriptive variables) and identified
activities that were associated with high-performing or
low-performing cases. The event log was filtered to include
four such activities (Fig. 4) and also activities ‘‘Upload
new claim’’ and ‘‘Finalized’’ which are performed in all
cases. We selected cases that follow five most frequent
process paths for high-performing cases (80%) and for lowperforming cases (86%) and discovered a process model
from the resulting event log using the ‘‘Inductive
miner’’ (Leemans et al. 2014) ProM plug-in, which can
discover a fitting process model (i.e., a model ‘‘able to
reproduce all observed behavior’’) that is structured and
sound (‘‘free of deadlocks and other anomalies’’) (Leemans
et al. 2014). The selected high-performing and low-performing cases were replayed on the discovered process
model using the ‘‘Multi-perspective Process Explorer’’ (Mannhardt et al. 2015) ProM plug-in; the results are
depicted in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 shows the main process differences between
high-performing and low-performing cases. In high-performing cases activity ‘‘Appoint Legal Panel’’ was not
performed and conference was held in only few cases
(6.8% as further investigation showed), while both activities were performed in most low-performing cases. Settlement was performed in all low-performing cases but was
not performed in many high-performing cases (43.6%);
while activity ‘‘S37(4) Notice’’ is more frequently performed in high-performing cases than in low-performing
cases. Stakeholders commented that these findings are
consistent with their expectations: the conference and the
appointment of the legal panel in a claim indicate a higher
complexity of the claim, which is expected to have a higher
cost and a longer processing time and cases without settlement are expected to be faster and cheaper.
We conducted further analysis using individual dimensions. We binned the claims using the value of the individual dimension rather than the overall performance
value. We then compared activity frequencies in highperforming and low-performing claims for each dimension,
the results are depicted in Fig. 5. We can see that activities
‘‘Conference’’ and ‘‘Appoint Legal Panel’’ are more frequent in low-performing claims for all dimensions; however, the difference is more pronounced for the cost
dimension. Although these activities typically happen late
in the process and are often associated with more complex
cases, the occurrence of these activities in a claim is not a
very strong indicator of poor performance for the time
dimension. Figure 5 also shows that while the execution of
activity ‘‘S37(4) Notice’’ is more often associated with
high-performing claims for the time, cost and fairness
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dimension, the activity is performed more frequently in
low-performing claims for the quality dimension. On the
other hand, activity ‘‘Settlement’’ is more frequent in lowperforming claims for the time, cost and fairness dimension; however, for the quality dimension it is more frequent
in high-performing claims.
The analysis of individual dimensions helped uncover
additional insights about process differences between highperforming and low-performing claims. We learned the
differences can be significant for some performance
dimensions (e.g., the execution of activities ‘‘Conference’’
and ‘‘Appoint Legal Panel’’ for the cost dimension) and
negligible for others. We found some process behavior can
be an indicator of high performance for one dimension and
poor performance for another dimension (e.g., the execution of activity ‘‘S37(4) Notice’’ is associated with better
performance with respect to time and cost, but not quality).
5.3.4 Lessons Learned
When a data-driven approach to identifying best practice is
used it is important that behavioral data (i.e., process data)
exists at the right level of detail. Data that only contains
high-level milestones provides very limited details on the
behavior that leads to the performance outcomes observed.
For example, when a claim is seen to take a long time from
liability decision to settlement, we can not identify the
reason as much of the communications and negotiations
happening between claimant, insurer and their legal representations that consume this time are not captured in this
data.
In the presence of highly unstructured processes, process
mining techniques can struggle to identify differences
between well performing and badly performing cases.
Using highly filtered event logs or high-level process features such as the presence of specific activity executions
rather than full process models can help to identify differences in such scenarios. It is important to carefully
validate these findings with stakeholders to check that the
results are still representative of the process in general.

6 Discussion and Limitations of the Study
Table 4 summarizes key challenges encountered in various
stages of the study discussed in Sect. 5.
In summary, we observe that a mixed-method approach
to determining a best practice process can work well. The
qualitative interviews can identify domain-specific
dimensions of best practice that extend beyond the usual
Devil’s Quadrangle measures. For our case study, it
resulted in highlighting fairness as a major objective in
injury compensation claim processing. The quantitative
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Table 3 Clustering of ND
claims

#

Legally represented

Identified vehicle

Injury severity

Cluster size

1

Yes

No

Category 1

279

2

Yes

No

Category 2

238

3

Yes

Yes

Category 1

218

4

Yes

Yes

Category 2

105

5

No

No

Category 1

39

6

No

Yes

Category 1

25

7

No

No

Category 2

24

8

Yes

No

Category 3

20

9

Yes

Yes

Category 3

12

10

No

No

Category 3

9

11

Yes

No

Category 4

5

12

No

Yes

Category 2

4

13

No

Yes

Category 3

3

Fig. 4 Main process differences between high-performing a and low-performing cases b

analyses can explicate the gap between the measures we
can easily capture from data and the measures of concepts
that are highly relevant to stakeholders but hard to capture
using existing data. Thus, the approach is found to be
effective at integrating domain knowledge from stakeholders (e.g. in the chosen measures and the features to
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define cohorts by) with evidence from the data. This means
that the approach is more robust against subjectivity from
stakeholders that qualitative approaches suffer from (Dumas et al. 2018) as well as being traceable in terms of how
results are derived quantitatively so that stakeholders can
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Fig. 5 Main process differences
between highperforming (green) and lowperforming cases (red) for
individual dimensions: the
percentage of claims in which a
given activity was performed

Table 4 Summary of challenges and reasons, methods employed to address challenges, and lessons learned
Challenge [Reason]

Method

Lessons learned

C1:Covering relevant
perspectives required
[Chosen approach]

Preliminary meeting with stakeholders to identify
perspectives; purposeful sampling of interviewees from
each perspective; review of archival data as a proxy for
unavailable interviewees

It is important to interview multiple process
participants across diverse roles to ensure a complete
view of the process; purposeful sampling to select
initial pool of interviews; expand interview pool as
necessary to cover new perspectives

C2:Decomposing
Dimensions [Chosen
approach]

Inductive analysis using grounded theory techniques was
used to identify the relevant performance dimensions

Through constant comparison with literature, it became
evident that best practice performance dimensions
extend beyond literature and a deductive approach to
identifying best practices is, therefore, insufficient

C3:Operationalizing latent
variables [Process/data
characteristics]

Thorough examination of complete dataset for attributes
that contribute to variables; stakeholders involved in
determining relevant data attributes from which proxy
measures were derived

C4:Meaningful binning
[Case study data]

Multiple binning strategies (including clustering);
normalization and weighting of dimensions to achieve
case separation

Variables identified by stakeholders from interviews
will rarely line up with data from IT systems; involve
stakeholders in developing proxies from available data
together with clustering to ensure dissimilar cases are
not considered in the same cohort
Involve stakeholders in determining key attributes for
clustering; Depending on the domain, stakeholders can
use the weights to prioritize certain dimensions

C5:Availability of process
data [Case study data]

We constructed process models using a combination of
automated discovery techniques and manual adjustments
based on domain knowledge

When a data-driven approach to identifying best
practice is used it is important that behavioral data (i.e.,
process data) exists at the right level of detail

C6:Curse of
dimensionality
[Process/data
characteristics]

Analyze distribution of individual attributes and bin
based on these values rather than overall case
performance; Compare activity frequencies in highperforming and low-performing claims for each
dimension

It is important to identify critical differences between
claims but also to balance case similarity with
reasonable cluster sizes. Interact regularly with
stakeholders to identify attributes relevant for
clustering

C7:Structuredness of
process [Process/data
characteristics]

Where process is unstructured or shows high number of
variations, using highly filtered event logs or high-level
process features such as the presence of specific activity
executions rather than full process models can help to
identify differences in such scenarios

Contextual factors can be the root cause of variations; it
is difficult to disentangle effects due to the type of case
from those due to the processing behavior of the case; it
is important to carefully validate these findings with
stakeholders to check that the results are still
representative of the process in general
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validate if results are sensible to avoid results that come
from erroneous interpretations of the data.
As with most data analysis techniques, the success of
this approach is highly dependent on the available data.
Our approach relies on mining differences in behavior from
cases that have similar context and prescribed behavior but
differ in terms of achieving performance outcomes, which
means cases have to be clustered into cohorts to be analyzed separately. If there are many dimensions in context
and prescribed behavior, then even large data sets are
reduced to small clusters of cases that provide little power
for analysis.
The applicability of the proposed approach to identify
best practice in other domains depends on several
assumptions. Centrally, we assume that there exists ‘best
practice’ process behavior for the domain under investigation and that the effect of such behavior on one or more
performance measures is larger than that of random noise.
Furthermore, the use of process mining techniques to
identify behavioral differences relies on the fact that ‘best
practice’ is in the form of process behavior and is, consequently, logged in the form of activities in the data. If these
assumptions do not hold for a particular process under
examination, the approach may not be suitable.
In terms of improvement, we believe that integrating an
additional qualitative step to Stage 3 of our approach to
uncover certain best practice behavior that has not been
explicitly recorded in the data, or for which supporting
data is missing, can broaden and deepen findings from data
analysis. Such an additional step would be designed to
cater for data that may be helpful in identifying best performing cases, but which does not directly contribute to the
identified performance measures. In addition, to better
identify performance measures, best performing cases, and
overcome limitations of missing event data, the event log
can be triangulated with additional data sources.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a detailed case study that
applied a mixed-method approach to identify ‘best practice’ in motor accident injury compensation claims processing. We first identified four dimensions of best practice
in the domain of CTP claims processing and nine subdimensions. We then analyzed historical claims data captured from all QLD CTP insurers and were able to quantify
measures for six of the nine sub-dimensions. We then
analyzed claim performance across different insurers and
showed differences in the distribution of high and low
performing claims both by insurer and over time.
Next we identified key differences in context, behavior
and performance between high and low performing claims
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to extract ‘best practice’. In the context factors we picked
up some correlation between claim costs and performance
and whether the claim went to litigation. In process
behavior reaching settlement without using a solicitor or
conference was a good predictor for high performing
claims while having a conference was a good predictor of
low performing claims. In the performance analysis we
found that no single bottleneck seems to exist as lower
performing claims perform worse across all milestones
rather than one particular milestone. In order to evaluate
our approach with more detailed data we analyzed the
Nominal Defendant data in a similar manner. Despite the
low number of claims we were able to identify process
behavior differences between high and low performing
claims.
Overall, we demonstrated that the proposed mixedmethod approach to mine best practice from data works in
the real-world context, but has fairly steep requirements on
the quality and detail of data that needs to be available to
perform the analysis.
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